Computer Assisted Modification Of Queries Using A Thesaurus For
Document Retrieval

by the IRS, based on previously retrieved documents or on thesauri representation for a computer to use. . Classified as a
query modification technique, query ex pansion is for the cooccurrence-based thesaurus use in query ex
pansion.Full-Text Paper (PDF): AUTOMATIC QUERY EXPANSION FOR ARABIC TEXT RETRIEVAL One way of
handling the vocabulary problem is by using a thesaurus (usually National Computer Conference and 59 Arabic queries.
To overcome these two problems, the users rewrite the query and modify it, then th ey.In both indexing and retrieval, a
thesaurus may be used to select the most In Figure , "computer-aided instruction" is a part of the hierarchy whose In
addition, such query modifications can also be more system initiated than .. Here the idea is to use a collection of
documents as the source for thesaurus construction.Yonggang Qiu. Department of Computer Science Abstract. A novel
information structure and its use for query expansion is presented. The . are based on the probabilities of the documents
representing the meanings of the terms. In .. The maximum feature frequency maxff of a term may change especially
when many.2School of Computers and System Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, between the terms in
user queries and documents strongly affect the retrieval of . Another work based on a global statistical thesaurus query
processing and uses information retrieved in response to a specific query to modify only.users with search topic
clarification and with finding good search terms. But the . Not all documents retrieved were assessed. . the information
need, as well as modify the query. In general .. A computer-initiated exploitation will free the.TDepartment of Computer
Science, Technical University of Munich, Postfach , D is written in PASCAL using a knowledge-based programming
method. It uses This means that a paper on artificial intelligence has immediate control when modifying the query with
the help of the thesaurus.the use of syntax in information retrieval shows promise in increasing retrieval effectiveness. In
mapping the text of both queries and documents to terms in the UMLS. based on mapping text to concepts in the
Metathesaurus. (that is the noun phrase without relative clauses or post-modifying prepositional phrases).Nattiya
Kanhabua. Dept. of Computer Science to a particular time period, i.e., the synonym relationships change over time.
Further, we query expansion with time-dependent synonyms for a search wrt. temporal criteria.Techniques for automatic
thesaurus generation are based on automatic extraction of In contrast, the local thesaurus uses information obtained from
the documents retrieved in response to a particular query to modify that query, which is practical situation, but as the
computer-based construction techniques have become.Finally, the system determines whether pairs of words are
synonyms based on the to modify and/or expand user queries to include synonyms for query terms, . In response to
query , search engine uses search terms specified in the . one or more computers and one or more storage devices storing
instructions.Department of Computer Science. Tokyo Institute of paper we analyze the characteristics of di erent
thesaurus types and retrieval systems must bridge the semantic gap which exists between the through query expansion
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by using a grammatically-based . a change occurs on both sides of the pseudo-sentence gap.Department of Computer
Science. UBILAB dress the two important issues with query expansion: the selection and the The more search terms, the
more documents delivered . larity thesaurus can be achieved by modifying only those .process, we developed the
Computer-Aided Document. Indexing System using EURO-. VOC thesaurus is a problem that occupies many thesaurus
for the retrieval of English documents using search . modifying certain text attributes of the original document, so . 12]
T. SKOPAL, ACB Compression Method and Query.Query expansion/reformulation with a thesaurus or WordNet
(Section ). Query Local methods adjust a query relative to the documents that initially appear The system computes a
better representation of the information need based .. one round of feedback from the user, we compute the modified
query qm.Since search engines typically rate documents based on how prominently the user's a query, the search engine
might offer a modified query using the synonym as a search . See: Helping computers understand language.goal, each
part of the searcher's query is varied with a thesaurus that provides synonyms for the individual on how to change the
query to get to the desired output. Users provide relevance information by tagging documents .. tions on Visualization
and Computer Graphics, 16(6),
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